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FINAL book in the series.Lila King pays a visit to her uncle Jessup and her new Aunt Bess at the

B&B, and ends up getting into the middle of more than she bargained for in this final look into the

lives of the families you have come to know in the Jacob's Daughter series.
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As a busy mom of two, I don't have a whole lot of time to read. However, this books were perfect!

They were not too long, so I was able to finish them quickly. Each book in the series is fantastic and

heartwarming. I would recommend them to anyone! These books have changed my life. I know that

many people will just read them and move on to the next book. But the amish way of life really

interests me. I needed to read a different perspective. Thank you so much Samantha, for sharing

these books with us. They were "wunderbar." :)

Jessup and Bess have had an unexpected but very welcome person arrive. They need help at the

B&B and also a piece of handmade furniture Jessup left behind at his farm when he married Bess.



So they contact his niece, Lila, who can bring the furniture and help out around the B&B. When Lila

arrives by bus, she acts like a cold fish and is anti-wedding and anti-boppli to the core. Rachel's

twin, Samuel picks her up and springs the news on her that she will have to help with Rachel's

wedding, much to her chagrin. Read this novella and you'll find out what makes Lila the way she is. I

do have to say, I am so glad this series is done. Seven books was too many when it all could have

been put into one or two books. If you have a kindle purchase them that way, it's much less

expensive than purchasing all seven books.

You can tell Samantha Jillian Bayarr was bored with this book, the plot line fades, the relationship

and the family interactions almost seem forced. There are good parts but this one, leaves out many

things which should have been included throughout the whole series. I understand the authors plan

for x number of books and promises to deliver on them, but when the story is rushed and parts don't

gel, its time to rethink the story and start over. The theme is the same, Amish Romance, but

develops way too quickly.

This wasn't my favorite of all the books in the series. It was too short and felt rushed. Even so I did

enjoy Lila and Samuel's story a lot, considering the length of the book. Still and all I'm really glad I

read it. It was a very sweet story.

I love Amish Fiction. This is a great series for anyone that like Amish Fiction. I have read all of the

books in this series and definitely all of them have been page turners. Only one thing wrong this was

the last book in the series. I would like to see it continued. Kudos to this author for this great series.

Keep up the great writing.

I only got this series because it was REASONABLY priced and worth it for the KINDLE -

OTHERWISE DO NOT BUY. Drawn out into 7 books, which 5 would have worked it was a

interesting read and far more in depth than any of the writers in the genre. Having them change and

make the conflicts real and totally part of life held your interest all the way through. Wish there were

more by her.

All of the eligible girls in the community have practically been throwing themselves at Samuel for

years. He has never been drawn to any of them. However, his Aunt Bess' new husband's niece has

come to help care for their home an business after their new baby arrived. Lila is just what Samuel



has been missing all of these years. He prays she is here to stay and will open her heart to him.

Finally, the author has expanded the storyline to include several past characters, and gave an

"update" with each one. She also developed the main characters to a greater depth than in the

previous stories. She even did a sort of epilogue in the last chapter, where she told what happened

one year later....finally! I wish the author had written all of the books in this series like this last book.

I think it would have made the series go from an "I like it OK" rating, to an "I love it" rating.
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